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Abstract
This article explores the potential of a consumption model and consumption thinking
for conceptualizing the epistemics of financial information. The argument rests on
three characteristics of information knowledge. The first pertains to the nature and
construction of reality to which information knowledge refers. That reality, this article
argues, is not similar to the one most natural sciences assume: it is fluid and ever
changing and does not conform to the stable mechanisms and patterns that we
perceive to be present in nature. The second characteristic is that knowledge strategies
in this area of information tend not to correspond to the representational procedures
we are familiar with in natural science. The article illustrates how representation
becomes emptied out and proxy measurements and other strategies take its place. The
third characteristic of financial information processes is that they creatively destroy
knowledge – by absorbing knowledge into other objects, revising it without end, or
disseminating it until it loses value. This, too, points to epistemic consumption.
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IMPORTANT HISTORICAL SHIFTS sometimes have implications which are all
but overlooked. One such change is the rise of a particular type of knowledge, information knowledge. Everyone is aware that we live in an information age, yet few have addressed the question of what type of knowledge
information knowledge is, how our theories of knowledge extend to it, and
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what sort of epistemology might apply to information.1 This article has two
objectives: to stimulate thinking about this topic and to explore the potential of a consumption model and consumption thinking for conceptualizing the epistemics of information. I use the term information knowledge
in this article to emphasize that I will be concerned with information as
content and not with information and communication technologies, which
most of the literature covers. Sociologists, for example, have mainly been
interested in the social transformations information and communication
technologies enable – the digital age, the network society, the process of
globalization (Castells, 1996; Hayles, 1999; Turkle, 2005; Webster, 1995,
2006; Lash, 2002). Information as knowledge raises different questions – for
example the question of what type of knowledge practices characterize a
culture of information. I also use the combinatorial term to suggest that
information in most areas cannot simply be contrasted with knowledge in
the sense sometimes found in the literature – where information may be
treated as uninterpreted data and knowledge as involving interpretation,
calculation, accounts, and explanation. The information processes I have
examined all include such analytic dimensions. ‘The Dow’, for instance, a
number we would call information, is a sum of component prices, those of
thirty companies during a standard trading session, divided by a divisor,
which adjusts so as to generate a consistent value for the index.2 It is not
only a meaningful number, but a complex figure involving background
theory and assumptions.
My argument is based on an analysis of financial markets, an area deeply
penetrated and in fact constituted by information.3 ‘Information is everything here’, as a participant put it in an interview, or, in the words of
another, ‘What we are really trading is information!’ I claim that this
argument is also applicable to other information-rich areas. Such areas may
well work with different procedures and techniques, but the structural claim
I make, which is that consumption thinking applies and is advantageous in
understanding information knowledge, should nonetheless extend to them.
The consumption model I propose refers to an epistemic practice, that is
to strategies and manners of knowing, and not to any usage or employment
of information.
What, then, is consumption thinking? What notion of consumption
should we use, what elements does a consumption model have, where does
it depart from the representational idiom, the notion of truth, the idea of
consensus formation, and other concepts that we routinely apply to professional knowledge? Why would information knowledge not simply exhibit
the typical patterns of scientific knowledge? To answer these questions I
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will proceed in four steps. I first sketch out the model we have used in
connection with scientific knowledge when it has been addressed empirically. This model is a producer model; it will be useful to summarize at least
briefly what assumptions producer models make, and why they are adequate
for the knowledge areas to which they have been applied. In step two I
show why the same assumptions are not adequate for the information
knowledge I describe. My main point will be about the nature or construction of the reality to which information knowledge refers. That reality, I
shall argue, is not similar to the one most natural sciences assume: it is fluid
and ever changing and does not conform to the stable mechanisms and
patterns that we perceive to be present in nature. The next two sections,
each containing several short subsections, will deal with information
knowledge strategies and procedures. Representation and representational
correctness are typical pursuits of scientific knowledge work – they are
typical of a production science. Yet in financial information knowledge,
representation empties out or is not needed – and the strategies of a
consumption-oriented science rise to the fore and begin to define knowledge. It is not that a new manner of knowing simply replaces representation. Representation continues to play a role, but the systematic use of
consumption-shaped practices of information also gains importance, occupying much of participants’ time and defining the objects with which they
interact. Section 3 explains and illustrates these strategies and how they
depart from representational practices. The last section turns to consensus
formation, and the emergence of alternatives in information knowledge
fields. Consensus formation is another typical production science process
leading to stable, reusable knowledge items that count as true. A typical
feature of information knowledge processes is that they creatively destroy
knowledge – by absorbing knowledge into other objects, revising it without
end, or disseminating it until it loses value.
1. WHAT NOTION OF CONSUMPTION? GOING BEYOND PRODUCTION
SCIENCES
For more than a century and a half, until the 1970s, production thinking
has dominated social science analysis of modernity and the changes the
industrial revolution brought to bear. Production thinking can be linked to
the factory, the firm, and the internal workings of organizations, in which
early sociologists such as Marx and Weber took an interest. Economic sociology, a discipline of social sciences that includes markets in the definition
of its field (e.g. DiMaggio, 1994: 28; Smelser and Swedberg, 1994: 3; Portes,
1995: 3), has mostly paid attention to the production side of the economy
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until now, as this article is published. When economic sociologists have
studied markets, they have tended to focus on what is called producer
markets (White, 1981, 2002) – markets for commodities and goods that are
sold to buyers for the purpose of being used in various ways, for example
as nutrition that serves human reproduction.4 Production thinking has also
dominated non-economic areas, notably the field of most interest here, the
study of knowledge. In fact, the social study of science and technology, also
called the new sociology of science, derives much of its success from the
notion that scientific practice can be seen as a process of knowledge production. Since the 1970s, researchers in this area have ethnographically studied
how scientific and technological findings are produced in the laboratory or
other settings (Latour and Woolgar, 1979; Lynch, 1985; Traweek, 1987;
Knorr Cetina, 1999; Collins, 1985). In fact, the laboratory was seen as the
‘fact factory’ of science (Hacking, 1983; Galison, 1989), playing a role in
the rise of modern science equivalent to the one the factory played in the
rise of capitalism and industrialization. Production thinking in science
studies sometimes goes by other names; analysts have used constructivist
notions to emphasize the ‘created’ and produced (rather than simply
discovered) character of scientific knowledge.The constructivist vocabulary
highlights particular features involved in generating outcomes, for instance
its symbolic or interactional dimensions; yet it, too, focuses the analytic spotlight on the process of making knowledge, which it sees in its core as a
‘manufacturing’ process.5
The production metaphor appears more than fitting when it is
extended to natural scientific knowledge. Many natural sciences are laboratory sciences, even when they are not experimental; astronomers, for
example, cannot experiment directly with distant stars and planets, but they
can take measurements of these objects, which they then process in their
labs. The production metaphor offers itself as a useful sensitizing concept
that points to the vast area of scientific practice from which knowledge
claims emerge. It urges us to examine the action system of science and its
systematic characteristics – rather than to neglect this part of science
altogether as we do when we associate knowledge only with theory or
texts. It suggests that, even when one is interested in texts, a production
perspective helps; we know, for example, that a scientific paper generally
goes through many versions before being published – it is the outcome of
a literary, rhetorical and visual production effort that is quite separate from
laboratory research and does not simply reflect or report this research (e.g.
Latour and Woolgar, 1979; Knorr Cetina, 1981). Yet the idea of the lab as
the site of the production of knowledge also implies something else that is
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of epistemic interest, namely that production includes some sort of completion of a process through the creation of a product. In science, production
results in the creation of scientific ‘findings’ and over time in the closure of
the investigation. When closure is reached the product endures; scientific
findings have the peculiar ability to last forever. And this is where we can
start to unpack the differences between natural scientific knowledge
processes and information knowledge processes.
It may help to consider what is commonly viewed as the opposite side
of production, consumption. Consumption, it would appear, does not apply
to natural scientific knowledge in the same way in which it does to other
goods. This is because as natural scientific knowledge is implemented, or
used, it is not used up and ‘consumed’; it rather survives implementation
unscathed, perhaps becoming even stronger than it was before. Economists
have long noticed this specificity of scientific goods. Accordingly, they have
conceptualized natural scientific knowledge as a public commodity that can
be used repeatedly and transferred at marginal costs (e.g. Kogut and Zander,
1993: 628). The idea that knowledge is something that can be consumed
also runs counter to various approaches that equate science with theoretical inquiry. Daniel Bell (1973), for example, argued that the axial principle
of an emerging post-industrial society was theoretical knowledge, which
he defined as applicable to many areas without loss of significance or value.
The epistemic equivalent to this impossibility to consume scientific knowledge is the timelessness of truth: true knowledge is a specific commodity
that does not decay. We need not commit here to a concept of truth as
objective, factual, or corresponding to reality. All we need to grant is that
in the natural sciences, true knowledge has an afterlife – scientific objects
that count as true may be lastingly endowed with significance as actively
usable knowledge in laboratories, textbooks, science education, and so on.
Information knowledge, on the other hand, as related to the financial
markets in which we are interested, does not appear to have this afterlife.
In fact, one of its striking characteristics appears to be that it does not
become more stable over time. Rather, it lives on for a while as it passes
through various stages of articulation and use, but then is replaced by new
analysis and information, often within a specifiable period of time, for
example a year. In other words, information knowledge becomes depleted,
discounted, outdated or dysfunctional. There appears to be no process of
consensus formation that would result in a community-wide recognition
and validation of knowledge claims – no process that ‘certifies’ research
results as true or at least as the best available knowledge. To be sure, consensus formation in the natural sciences can also result in the elimination of
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knowledge claims. It is a process of implicit or explicit decision-making
about the soundness and usefulness of research. Results that do not pass this
evaluation may become labeled as false or problematic and they may get
pushed aside – they may not be published or might have to be withdrawn
from publication; they may become notorious as claims that have been
challenged and contradicted by other research; or they may simply be
ignored and forgotten. Consensus formation in the natural sciences is not,
for all we know, an ‘objective’ and ‘neutral’ process, one which is judiciously
conducted and corroborated. Evaluations may be historically situated and
involve perspective, they may be shaped and defined by the epistemic
culture of a field, and by disciplinary cultures (Lamont, 2009). They are also
likely to rely on non-epistemic factors. For example, scientists may place
their bets on knowledge that comes from a trusted source rather than
actually assess the evidence, which is often not possible even when one tries
to replicate the research.6 Yet some sort of debate and critical examination
is likely to ensue when the knowledge involved counts – if only because
scientists defend their own work, because science is a distributed process
and different viewpoints compete, and because institutions and bodies have
been created to assess knowledge, for example expert panels (Guetzkow et
al., 2004). In contrast, the elimination of information to which I previously
referred does not result from critical examination, disproof, or other types
of formal evaluation. It is not a process of discarding knowledge that a
community finds wanting, for accountable reasons. It is not based on the
deconstruction of its premises and hidden assumptions or the disclosure of
inconsistencies in, perhaps, Derrida’s sense. Rather, information knowledge
has a time index: it loses its clout after a period of time and then is no
longer considered informative.
To clarify this further it is helpful to leave production thinking behind
and explore the possibility of interpreting the epistemics of information in
terms of a logic and dynamic of consumption. The term consumption,
analysts have argued, is a particularly tricky concept to define. It may be
considered as synonymous with using, as in the Latin ‘consumere’, which
means to use up or destroy. Or it may be seen as deriving from the Latin
‘consumare’, a process of bringing to completion, as in consuming a relationship (Clarke et al., 2003: 1). It may invoke the image of what Don Slater
called ‘the hero’, the consumer as a rational, utility maximizing actor. Or it
may invoke the image of ‘the dupe’, the consumer as the passive, exploited
subject of market forces (Slater, 1997: 33). Consumption has been conceptualized as a form of experience; for example a tourist may consume the
view of a beautiful landscape or some other attraction in this sense (Urry,
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2002). Or consumption may involve skill, or craft, as when people consume
‘principally out of a desire to engage in creative acts of self-expression’
(Campbell, 2005: 24). The new sociology of consumption that has emerged
since the 1980s rehabilitated consumption as much more than a mere
signifier of the pathologies of capitalist societies that earlier paradigms
denounced (e.g. Rief, 2008: 561). But this rehabilitation has led to an overriding concern with the symbolic and communicative dimension of goods,
with consumerist hedonism and practices that nurture the imagination
(Ritzer, 2005), and more generally with consumers’ self-expression – their
ability ‘to buy, use and above all enjoy the fruits of production’7 and to
define their identity through consumption.
Adapting consumption thinking to an epistemic practice requires that
we bracket concerns with the expressive aspects of consumption. We will
also need to leave behind the interest in individual consumers, their
subjectivity and identity. Consumption will have to mean something more
basic, at least initially: the act of using something until nothing of value is left, the
act of destruction through use and, as an element of these patterns, the act of creation.
The creative aspects of consumption will be illustrated later in this article
by reference to strategies of knowledge such as detection and analysis.These
are strategies of knowledge production, but they appear abbreviated and
accelerated when compared with measurement strategies in the natural and
social sciences; they are surely less intricate, deep and complex than the
latter. They are, I shall argue, often proxy strategies (Knorr Cetina, 2010),
their choice a compromise resulting from organizational constraints and the
demand for speed in the creation and use of information. Nonetheless,
epistemic consumption will always have elements of production, and in this
sense it is a form of ‘prosumption’. The term prosumption has been introduced (Toffler, 1980) to draw our attention to the phenomenon that
consumers – the users of products and services – are increasingly asked to
co-produce some part of what they buy, or as Ritzer and Jurgenson put it,
they are ‘put to work’ (2009: 10ff.). When you scan your own food at the
checkout counter at the supermarket, or pump your own gas or carry your
meal to the table in a fast food restaurant and clean up afterwards, you are
put to work in this sense. Some tasks that producers have accomplished in
the past are ‘externalized’ to consumers in line with consumers’ preference
and insistence, as when users co-create open-source software. Prosumption
arguments assume stable roles of producers and consumers, and the temporary delegation of tasks from one group and category to the other. While
there are such cross-over patterns in financial information practices, the case
I am concerned with here differs from the classical prosumption scenario:
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I argue that it is the information knowledge process itself that conforms to
a logic of consumption and yet involves creative elements; and that the
character of these productive elements is shaped and patterned by the
process of consumption. The very speed and surrogate character of knowledge practices in the area illustrates this shaping. There is also the phenomenon in information knowledge fields of intricate, time consuming
scientific measurement that becomes externalized – in financial markets,
this has long been outsourced to scientific facilities, for example to university departments and statistical offices (see Section 3.3). To emphasize the
creative, knowledge-generating moments of the process, while also signaling that knowledge is simultaneously completed and ‘fulfilled’ in discounting and other processes of use that annul knowledge, I refer to information
knowledge work as a process of epistemic consumption.
Two other aspects of the type of epistemic consumption practice I
describe in this article are worth noting here. The first is that information
knowledge consumption involves an economy of attention, by which I
mean strategies of observing, monitoring and, on the basis of this, anticipating future developments. These strategies guide practitioners in their
work. The second aspect brings us back to the meaning of consumption,
which is not only use and annulment, but also completion, fulfillment, and
enjoyment, as in consuming a relationship. A more financial form of
completion and enjoyment appears to always be held out as a possibility in
the markets studied – it is simply the possibility of winning in a speculative contest, and achieving the consummation of an anticipated financial
gain. Epistemic consumption, that is the use of and search for information
knowledge, is creative also in this sense – as an attempt to apply information knowledge skillfully in the service of financial fulfillment. We may
speculate that this type of creative information use may drive some of the
routine occurrences of excess, runs, and bubbles in markets.
2. THE TEMPORAL NATURE OF INFORMATION KNOWLEDGE REALITY
Social scientists and economists usually understand markets in terms of the
notion of exchange.8 Exchange derives its importance from the intermediate role it occupies between production and consumption. In economictextbook definitions, the exchange of goods and services ‘is purely an
intermediate activity between the production and consumption, facilitating the distribution of goods and services and thereby satisfying certain
human wants’ (Dholakia and Oza, 1996: 7). Economists complicate this
picture by working out how the relative price of goods adjusts according
to the laws of supply (all things being equal, sellers will tend to supply more
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at a higher price) and demand (all things being equal, the quantity
demanded of a commodity is inversely related to its price) until a mutually
acceptable price emerges that represents the balance of these forces. Financial markets transactions have been conceived along these lines – they tend
to be modeled as (Walrasian) auctions, as the sort of price adjustment and
the matching of buyers and sellers that happens in stock exchanges. These
more complex pictures, too, assume that exchange is what defines markets,
and that exchange is a type of interaction that implies ‘when we finish the
transaction we are quits’, as Slater put it (2002: 237). The idea of a moneymediated exchange derives its interest and usefulness from the fact that it
involves completable transactions not requiring further obligations or
activities. It is inherent to the economic exchange activity that it balances
itself out and settles the claims and obligations among the parties of the
exchange. The very notion of market exchange is about the establishment
of such balances or, in Adam Smith’s terminology, about the harmonization
of diverse interests brought together and made commensurable in exchange
(cited in Slater and Tonkiss, 2001: 42).
Exchanges models, then, assume completable and often spot-like transactions conducted in the present.9 Such models adopt an interactional point
of view, but they do not factor time into the equation. However, the core
activity in financial markets is not consumer purchases but investment and
speculation – an activity resting on promises,10 and involving the lending
of money based on the promise of future financial returns. When investors
and speculators make a financial move they initiate a course of action whose
intermediate payoffs (e.g. interest, dividends) and ultimate outcome (e.g. the
re-sale value of the instrument) lie in the future. Keynes spoke of the
‘finance motive’ as ‘investment plans adopted because of expectations of
future profit rather than current income’ (Carvalho, 1976: 72–76; emphasis in
original). Buying or selling a financial instrument can be instantly accomplished, but if the transaction is to count as an act of investment or speculation it makes sense only within a framework of commitments,
expectations, and subsequent actions. This orientation towards the future is
not just an intention or perspective but has a material correlate: an act of
investment or speculation implies that one acquires a ‘position’ in the
market, an inventory in a particular instrument (e.g. in dollars or stocks)
whose returns one wishes to optimize. Participants regularly build their
financial involvement around two or more such positions, creating cumulative temporary inventories through activity ‘structures.’11 Financial activity
also normally involves more than one deal; it involves the buying of an
instrument and its subsequent selling at a profitable price. The unfolding of
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this process and its management over time is what determines the outcome
of investment and speculation.
Investment and speculation thus involve what we may call time transactions, in which expected future outcomes determine present decisions, and
the future begins to matter as a series of potential events that may affect
this outcome and one’s present financial position. As a result of this sort of
mattering of something that has not yet happened, we begin to observe
what shows up in time and weigh it in relation to the present. In other
words, reality becomes ‘news’-indexed; we want to know all the fresh
happenings and events that we may not have taken into account yet, and
we continually adjust expected future outcomes and current moves to
reflect the new information. A time transaction, then, is not concluded in
the present. It involves a moving horizon of things that may matter for the
financial positions one holds; a horizon that opens up between the beginning of each financial engagement, a point that can be specified, and the
promise’s fulfillment, a fluid endpoint that tends to be both uncertain (the
point of liquidating a financial position) and contingent (the point when it
proves advantageous to do so). The things that matter are the behavior of
the promising party (e.g. the country whose currency or bonds one holds,
or the firm whose stock has been purchased), the external context, (e.g.
the political environment in which the transactions are made) and the
market itself – the behavior of the sum total of others that also hold positions. The market is relevant because the positions one holds in a financial
instrument continually change value in response to other market participants’ moves. The market also ‘promises’, in the sense that expected moves
of others may contribute to the anticipated growth in the value of one’s
own position.
To return now to information knowledge, the reality in which time
transactions are made – the moving horizon of things that turn up and
matter in relation to the future – is a far cry from the stable external world
that the natural sciences assume and examine. Financial analysts are not
confronted with a world that was there before them and is governed by
enduring and deep seated structural principles and mechanisms. Rather,
they are confronted with an agent driven flow of events tied to a mode of
living forward – a world whose surface activities and events matter in
relation to the forward projecting time envelopes constructed upon it.What
counts in such a streaming and futural world is news, not truth: ‘The market
is always looking for the next piece of information’.12 How is the state whose
currency I hold implementing economic policy and thereby affecting the
value of my position? Where is the market now and where is it going? What
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are the developing stories that shed light on these movements? What is
happening in the outer world that may affect my positions? Markets are not
the only area, of course, in which new information matters. Consider a
plane in flight. If you are the pilot you will continually be bombarded with
new information from the cockpit and the tower, the latter indicating, for
example, which air traffic control center has taken charge of your flight as
you move across the country, the height you travel on, the traffic of other
planes around you, the weather and turbulence you will experience, if you
can avoid it and how. You will need this information to safeguard the trip
– and your plane and its trajectory will become information for others. For
market participants, the flow of prices and market movements they see is
such an information flow. In electronic currency trading, what streams onto
multiple screens as events occur, practitioners act, new awareness sets in, and
the market moves, is information.The epistemics of information reflects the
transition from a stable natural world to an informational reality unfolding
in analytic time (the time of incoming information), and the switch from
truth to news. With the emphasis on news comes the aging and destruction of ‘older’ information. It is not only that the time index of these transactions, their ‘expiration date’, may render information beyond that date
irrelevant. A more pervasive factor is that the market and the various time
envelopes constructed upon it change shape all the time in response to the
information received – financial positions will be increased, decreased,
liquidated, or transformed and new engagements will be entered – using a
potentially wide range of financial instruments. As the market changes
shape, it absorbs and loses information.
3. FOUR WAYS OF EMPTYING OUT REPRESENTATION AND WHAT
SUBSTITUTES FOR IT
I have now located this article’s theme, information knowledge, in a
consumption framework, shifting the analysis away from the production
thinking that dominates the study of the natural sciences. I have linked this
shift to the temporal nature of reality in financial analysis, the area I take as
my example. I now want to flesh out the information knowledge strategies
that epistemic consumption entails. In the natural sciences, representation
lies at the core of scientific inquiry; the professed goal of most scientific
research is to represent reality ‘as it really is’. Epistemic consumption,
however, and this is my argument in this section, gives short shrift to representation. I suggest in the following that representation becomes replaced
by ‘apresentation’ in information knowledge fields, a different process
enabled by technical media. Representation is also emptied out through the
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reduplication of truth by rumor, the outsourcing of measurement, and the
use of epistemic proxies. Information knowledge also relies on strategies of
detection and information enhancement which, together with proxy
strategies, constitute the creative, ‘fulfilling’ elements of information
knowledge work.
3.1 From representation to apresentation
What is apresentation? The notion is adapted from phenomenology (Schutz
and Luckmann, 1989: 2, 131–132) where it is spelled ‘appresentation’. I use
it to refer to the process of making available to market participants ‘what
lies spatially and temporally beyond their reach’. In contemporary global
markets, this is almost everything that can be seen as relevant to market
transactions. To clarify the process of apresentation let us go back for a
moment to representation. In the natural sciences, representational processes
link the world with its scientific description or explanation. Ideally this
relationship is one of correspondence.13 When representations correspond
to the world as it really is, we call them true. To achieve representations of
reality requires scientific work, for example the measurement of empirical
phenomena and the subsequent analysis of the resulting data. Representations are thus produced in what is generally a long and difficult process of
transformation. What has made production thinking so fruitful in examinations of natural scientific practice is that it recognizes this work and
allows students of science to pay attention to its features. Representation
always involves many intricate steps, the most salient of which is the
transformation of natural objects into scientific data.
Now while ‘truth’ in the sense of representational correspondence can
matter in financial information knowledge, it seemingly does not matter all
that much. As suggested, what counts in the area we are looking at is news
rather than truth: new information may impact the value of positions and
initiate a response. In interactional terms, we can think of new information
as the first part of a challenge-response sequence: a challenge to fend off a
threat to the value of one’s position, to act on a newly arising opportunity,
and so on. The challenge requires a response; new information continually
excites a market into further trading, catapulting it from one state to
another. To quote again: ‘the market is always looking for the next piece of
information’. But if this is so, then it implies the relative loss of the representation function and much of the work commonly associated with it. In
fact, since they have to cope with the continual and coercing arrival of new
information, information-knowledge workers may not be able to pause
long enough to measure this information in a more nuanced way. Nor may
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they need to do so. If new information counts in time transactions, keeping
up with the new, absorbing it into existing frameworks of interpretation,
and revising predictions and trends will be core activities that replace
representation.
This is indeed what happens in epistemic consumption. First, much of
the reality of the financial market that participants need to take into account
is not external to screen-based electronic trading. For example, when transactions are electronically conducted, as they are in currency markets, they
need not be measured, represented, and transposed onto the screen, since
the screen is their very medium of existence. Furthermore, electronic transactions – as well as information conversations, bulletin board entries, and
so forth – are already a symbolic form, which means that they can be further
transmitted and processed statistically without substantial transformation.
Second, the main requirement in relation to market-external, contextual
events (e.g. political events) is that they must become available to practitioners and update previously available information. Thus, what is crucially
important to global markets is the transport of details from geographically
distant locations and time zones across space and their presentation on
screen. In fact, a financially relevant event or occurrence only becomes
information when it is transferred onto screen, or phrased differently, when
it is apresented. Apresentation is thus constitutively connected to market
reality itself as an informational reality ‘provided’ to participants – copresent with and a background to market activities in real time, similar to
natural reality. Of course, delivering a finely articulated, real-time world to
participants needs to be accomplished. Seen in this light, apresentation is
no less complex than representational processes in other areas. Perhaps we
can see apresentation as an umbrella term for subprocesses of assembling,
encoding and transporting new information to information users. In financial markets, these processes are in the care of information provider firms
such as Reuters, Bloomberg, and Telerate. The work provider firms do
warrants an analysis in its own right along the lines of existing research on
news (Boczkowski, 2004, in press).
There is one aspect of the apresentation process I do wish to emphasize, though, and this is the a-representational character of the transfer of
events from global locations to participants’ screens. The transfer is made
possible by electronic information technologies, which serve as apresentation devices. The functioning of such devices can again best be explained
against the backdrop of the natural sciences and what students of these
sciences have called inscription devices. The basic idea of an inscription
device is that it transforms material entities and substances, for example the
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DNA in a sample, into symbolic form, for example a black line on an
autoradiograph. Inscription processes thus lead to representations, but only
after dozens or even hundreds of processing steps through which traces of
a referent object (e.g. particle-traces in a detector in physics) get isolated or
aggregated and converted from a physical process into a symbolic signal (see
Figure 1). Each of these steps needs to be planned, instrumented (involving instrument design, building, and testing), digitalized, and implemented.
This conversion of something physical into signs representing the physical
world is frequently the most laborious part of scientific work. In high
energy physics, detector design and implementation consumes by far the
largest portion of an experiment’s lifetime.
No such conversion processes appear to be involved in the information knowledge area discussed in this article. The electronic information
and communication technologies that transfer messages from one part of
the world to another require technical encoding and decoding, but a typed
electronic message survives this process as is. The receiver does not obtain
a transformed or translated signal, but exactly the one the sender types and
sees. In fact, what we have here is a form of reverse translation: on the
sending side, one sees the signal as it will appear to the receiving side – and
this signal is what counts, what the sending side preserves as a record and
relies on in future uses (see Figure 2). There is no language translation
involved, since the global languages used by all parties are English and mathematics (statistics). For example, the US consumer confidence index, a
number released by the University of Michigan every quarter, will arrive
on the screens of all parties that receive the service worldwide exactly in
the form in which it was sent out – and with the same errors, if errors are
made.14

Figure 1: Process of transforming physical reality into symbolic representations
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Figure 2: Apresentation process: Sender and receiver dealing with the same message

3.2 The Reduplication of Truth by Rumor
There are categories of information whose truth content matters and will
be checked by analysts, market participants, and the news agencies that
deliver the information. An example is unexpected information about
‘external’, non-economic events like natural disasters or political upheavals
that can affect economies and markets. Another category of information
whose truth counts is plans and intentions of actors that may have market
changing effects (e.g. an intended rate change by the Federal Reserve). But
importantly, alongside truth, rumor also matters in such cases. Even if the
rumor ultimately turns out to be wrong, excitement, search activities, and
preparatory moves will result. Rumors that the terrorist Bin Laden was dead
hit Wall Street several times in the months following the attack on the World
Trade Center on September 11, 2001. While none of these rumors turned
out to be substantiated, changes in defense spending and political direction
could have resulted from a confirmed death, and changes in the price of
oil, the dollar, the price of airline stocks, and so forth, tend to result even
from unconfirmed rumors. Participants want to prepare for potential
changes and they take precautionary action by changing the positions they
hold in relevant markets. Once a rumor is confirmed or denied, further
action may ensue. Economic indicators also affect markets regardless of their
‘truth’ or correspondence with some referent, as suggested earlier.
The well known relevance of rumors and imperfect information
underscores the diminished relevance of representational functions in financial markets.We can link this diminished relevance to a doubling of relevant
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domains: not only the real, but also the un-real or unclear yet potentially
relevant event counts and will be taken into consideration.
3.3 Analysis without measurement: Outsourcing the epistemic core
There are further representational questions and subprocesses that remain
relevant to analysis. For example, some types of information have an implicit
representational content. Analysts frequently rely on economic indicators,
and these represent an economic reality (consumer attitudes, purchases, job
creations and losses, tax revenues, etc.) that has been measured, aggregated,
and transformed into a statistical figure. Yet the representational content of
the statistic is not generally created in financial markets. Hidden therein lies
a further reason for the emptying out of representation in information
knowledge. Representational functions are diminished in financial analysis
because these functions have been transferred to statistical bureaus and
similar agencies responsible for collecting, preparing, and distributing
relevant economic information. In fact, financial markets may never have
‘owned’ the respective tasks in the first place. Collecting, analyzing and
aggregating the data for the several hundred economic indicators that
currently exist has emerged as the specialized task of governmental, industrial, trade, and research organizations (including universities). For example,
foundational figures active during the phase of the professionalization of
financial analysis did not instruct analysts to go out and conduct original
measurements.They rather assumed that the information was out there (e.g.
in firms’ records of earnings, expenses, growth over time, etc.) but not
publicly available: firms at the time (until the 1930s) were not compelled
by regulation to disclose much information.Thus at the beginning of financial analysis, which was then mostly stock analysis, a firm’s internal accounting substituted for data collection by analysts. Financial analysis is also called
fundamental since it includes attempts to explain financial developments
based on fundamental economic variables. But these variables are nearly
always indicators produced by external statistical agencies and other organizations. Today, these organizations also validate, check and update the
indicators. Analysts, and market participants in general, neither have the
authority nor the technical capabilities to participate in this task.
The stand-offish attitude analysts and other information experts have
toward data collection goes beyond the outsourcing of statistical indicators.
In fact, data collection and measurement as practiced in experimental and
laboratory sciences appears to be alien to the work of analysts. Instead of
directly investigating the economic and management performance of a
firm, an industry, or a country, analysts work with epistemic proxies. For
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example, they look at earnings and accounting figures presented in
company reports, evaluations by rating agencies, newspaper reports, and the
indicators routinely issued by government institutions and statistical offices.
Proxies are stand-ins and substitutes for what other fields (and to some
degree analysts themselves) consider desirable. In many natural sciences,
particularly laboratory sciences, measurement lies at the core of research.
Measurements give access to epistemic objects (objects of investigation and
knowledge), and these have peculiar characteristics when juxtaposed with
everyday objects. The defining characteristic of an epistemic object is this
changing, unfolding character – or its lack of ‘object-ivity’ and completeness of being, and its non-identity with itself.This lack in completeness of being
is crucial. Objects of knowledge in many fields have material instantiations,
but they must simultaneously be conceived of as unfolding structures of
absences: as things that continually ‘explode’ and ‘mutate’ into something
else, and that are as much defined by what they are not (but will, at some
point become) than by what they are. The idea that ‘every component of
an organism is as much of an organism as every other part’, expressed by a
scientist to whom a particular plant had exploded in that way, gives an
example of such an unfolding ontology (See Rheinberger, 1992; Knorr
Cetina and Bruegger, 2002b).
It appears, then, that when fields work with epistemic proxies they are
also likely to forego much of the complex question-generating opportunities objects of knowledge provide. For example, a company analyst looking
at an earning figure sees a long term aggregate outcome of management
practices and decisions but cannot unfold the actual decision processes and
the variables that have contributed to them. But management practices, as
analysts are well aware, may be highly relevant to performance outcomes.
In the natural sciences, the unfolding ontology of initial knowledge objects
leads over time to new objects, new realities, and scientific innovation.
Access to and work with epistemic objects generates new understandings
and leads to the change and assessed progress of scientific fields. Diminishing the role of measurement or delegating it to outside sources thus does
not just add an element of indirection to a science’s working practices.
When it is done on a massive scale (many sciences use some proxy measurements), it changes the character of a field. In the present case, we can say
that eliminating measurement processes is a defining characteristic of what
analysis means: a distanced form of genuine research, conducted from
exteriorized viewpoints. Analysis, we might say, is what remains to be done
when one of the major engines of unfolding reality and fuelling scientific
change is turned off. To be sure, some of the unfolding questions will be
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taken on by other fields. For example, behavioral economics and rationalchoice approaches now aggressively investigate decision making processes
experimentally with results of interest to many areas. But in the proxy
science affected by the elimination, research takes on characteristics of a
consumption process.The consumption stance I have postulated as a feature
of analysis is clarified when we consider analysis’ loss of measurement as an
unfolding dynamic that defines representation in other areas.
Financial analysts provide their own reasons for the exteriorized character of their research. Two arguments prevail. One is that analytic work
occurs under structural conditions, particularly time constraints, which do
not allow processes of measurement, observation studies, or case studies to
be conducted by analysts themselves. Thus analysts cannot get immersed in
the internal environment of their knowledge objects, given that on average
they have no more than a few days and often a few hours to write a report
on a firm, an industry branch, or a country. The second argument is that
even if the time were available for collecting or verifying relevant information this need not be done, since what counts is that the same information
be available to all relevant parties. Hence analysts feel justified in taking
indicators and other measurements at face value when they are released,
and in avoiding the kind of field processes found in the traditional sciences.
3.4 Analysis as detection
What does analysis draw on, then, given that the engine of measurement
is turned off? There is no quick answer to this question, but we may
illustrate a strategy that attempts to compensate somewhat for the lack of
measurement. While analysts may not embrace the full process of investigating the internal environment of their knowledge objects, they forage in
that environment, using their own proxy strategies. One goal of this is
detection. Given that many companies and other investment vehicles are
publicly traded, analysts today have access to annual, semi-annual, and
quarterly reports; to balance sheets, income statements, cash flow statements
and so forth, detailing sales figures, pre-tax profit, pre-tax income and net
income figures, expenses, earnings per share ratios, price/earning ratios,
various debt calculations, and a host of other indicators of an economic
unit’s health and prospects. Yet analysts are also fully aware of the
‘constructed’ character of the information they get, and the possible spin
those issuing the information may have put on it. Hence they attempt to
look behind the figures and accounts they receive. What defines strategies
of detection is the assumption that there is something non-disclosed, nontransparent, and perhaps purposefully hidden in the information one gets
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to see. Detection strategies try to remedy this situation by using various
‘tricks’ disclosed in interviews. To detect possible inconsistencies and
undisclosed information, analysts recommend:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Reading the appendix of company reports,
Reading old company reports, and comparing them with new ones,
Going to analysts’ conferences,
Developing a personal relationship with the investor,
Visiting the company,
Making mini-ethnographies.

A mini-ethnography is essentially a site-visit; analysts attempt to obtain
close-up views of a company through personal visits to production facilities, service buildings, research labs, and management offices, as well as
through face-to-face talks with investor relaters, CFOs, the CEO and other
company managers. Such visits have been recommended to analysts since
the discipline’s beginning, and they are valued even today (see Knorr
Cetina, 2010). Analysts’ conferences are short meetings (2–3 hours) between
analysts and top managers or administration officials in a neutral location.
They furnish the additional material that may emerge from officials’ oral
presentations, and they have the advantage of allowing analysts to ask their
own questions and hear those of others. Personal relationships with investor
relaters are seen as potential venues for insider information. Footnotes and
appendices of reports may contain additional information and disclaimers
that help in evaluating a text’s numbers and claims. Comparison with older
reports may yield additional insights regarding trends and also help detect
counteracting or additional evidence.
Most of the strategies mentioned are aimed at increasing transparency
– they allow analysts to ‘see through’ the written claims and detect ‘what
really goes on’ in a unit.There are also strategies that may require additional
research and target ‘confessional’ rather than financial information. For
example, analysts may try to obtain information on:
●
●
●
●

Employee turnover,
Number of defective products,
Company executives’ criminal convictions,
Details of disagreements with auditors, bankers, and lawyers.

It is plain that such records will generally not be published in companyreports. But these may point analysts toward explanatory variables potentially highly relevant to their interpretative work. Detection strategies aimed
at getting a glimpse of a company’s backstage and administrative life; one
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knows the backstage exists, but also that only some of it can be seen,
through cracks in the walls of the front stage – and through clever
inferences.
The second type of strategy analysts use is less geared toward detecting
undisclosed knowledge than toward augmenting information by similar
available information. For example, one of the major tools analysts use, the
spreadsheet, is used to compare the history and operation-record of units
with that of the competition. A spreadsheet is a matrix of rows and columns
providing a two-way system of summing up and analyzing financial data.
A fragment of an early example of a spreadsheet is shown in Figure 3; it
compares eleven companies within three categories (international, integrated and crude) in terms of their sales, income, profit, and so forth and
their development over five years (Johnston 1960: 508–9).
Spreadsheets are now simulated by computer software; this allows the
fast creation and application of mathematical formulas to the content of the
cells. The software also performs automatic recalculations when numbers
are added or changed – a function allowing analysts to plug in different
assumptions and ascertain their effect. The power of the spreadsheet is still
what it was: it allows a deepening and enrichment of the analysis by making
it easy to register and compare relevant numbers over time and across similar
entities. The recently developed ‘plug in’ capabilities extend the analysis to
hypothetical scenarios indispensable for assessing future prospects, budgets,
and plans.
4. THE CONSUMING USE OF INFORMATION
So far I have argued that representational functions are diminished as truth
takes second place to news and rumor; that representation is externalized;
and that electronic media preserve and deliver apresentations – global
content not exhibiting the intermediary transformations that occur when
something is re-presented. I now want to consider a second type of process
familiar to us from the natural sciences, consensus formation. I have already
suggested what this involves: an evaluation and decision-making process
that potentially leads to eternal life, and the status of ‘true’ or accepted
knowledge. I have also indicated what a consumption framework entails
here: eternity cut short by the consuming use of information.When knowledge is so consumed, its information content exhausts itself in its deployment. I want to give three brief illustrations of such processes of epistemic
consumption: discounting, revision, and information distribution.
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4.1 The process of discounting
The first decay process is that of discounting. The simplest potential
scenario here is as follows: publicly available information becomes absorbed
or ‘discounted’ in prices, and as it does so, it loses its significance as new
information. Discounting processes are the territory of the efficient market
hypothesis (e.g. Fama, 1970) which, in its weak, semi-strong, and strong
forms investigates the implications of discounting processes for how markets
work. For example, the semi-strong form of the market efficiency hypothesis suggests that prices adjust to publicly available new information very
rapidly and in an unbiased fashion. As a consequence, participants will not
be able to gain superior profits from that information – the price will always
already reflect it. However, as critics have argued, efficient market arguments
rely on unrealistic assumptions, such as the assumption that information is
publicly available, that participants remain at all times aware of incoming
new information, that they adjust and update their thinking promptly, or
that they do not over- or under-react but react rationally and correctly with
no further uncertainties associated with the information. Practitioners, for
example the professional traders investigated, maintain that if the process of
price adjustment to information was fully efficient, they might indeed not
be able to gain excess returns. But since they do make these returns, markets
cannot be fully efficient. At the same time practitioners acknowledge that
discounting happens. The windows of opportunity for them are opened by
delays in the process of discounting, ‘wrong’ (e.g. excessive) interpretations
and reactions, and by inside information they may obtain. Regulations are
designed to prevent trading on inside information in some areas, notably
stock trading. However, trading on insider information in the extremely fast
currency market is only rarely of the kind that moves regulators – concrete
advance knowledge of decisions affecting a business. Rather, what circulates among professional traders are analyses and interpretations of situations, information about the identity of market actors and the size of orders
in the market, likely moves of central banks, short term price trends, and
so forth.
For the present argument, it matters little whether the discounting
process is indeed efficient; what matters is that it exists, which is not
contested. In fact, in currency markets, prices tend to absorb information
quickly, but the process may be complex, for instance when it involves
narratives. Narrative discounting involves replacing a previous account by
a new one to which financial action then responds. One case I observed
involved the story of the former prime minister of Turkey, Mr. Ecevit. The
initial account of the situation held that Turkey was supported by the US
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for strategic reasons and by the IMF; that Ecevit’s finance minister Mr.
Derwish meant to implement reforms the IMF requested; and that he was
very popular and getting along very well with the IMF ‘because he was a
Western type of guy’. It held that the inflation in Turkey had already come
down by 30 percent (in early 2002) and the fiscal deficit had been reduced.
But it also maintained that Turkey would have to cut more jobs in the public
sector to further reduce the fiscal deficit; it would have to privatize electricity, airlines, tobacco, and so on, with further job cuts in the offing. This
account implied that Turkey was a good investment opportunity for bonds.
When it became publicly known that Ecevit had fallen ill, a new story
immediately developed that expanded on the difficulties signaled in the
previous account. For instance, it suggested that massive job cuts in many
areas would potentially mean turmoil and riots, growth might not pick up
after all, and a prime minister who was seriously incapacitated would surely
be replaced, implying a change of government that would put all previous
promises and scenarios in jeopardy. The storied characters of two men,
Ecevit and Derwish, the lynchpins that held together the previous account
and acted as semiotic-dramatic bridges between Turkey and the IMF, and
the previous accounts’ signposts of possible failures all proved important –
in the new account, the bridge was removed and the warning signs gained
weight. The qualitative projection and elaboration of the new market story
(e.g. the consequences of Ecevit’s Parkinson’s disease) then translated not
only into financial activities (e.g. shifting positions away from Turkey), but
also into subsequent intense, focused observation of the situation. These
observations offered updates of the new account and new economic activities – and all of this was part of the epistemic discounting and consumption process. Discounting can of course also be a matter of seconds and
involve only rudimentary accounts of a situation.
4.2 The process of revision
Let me now turn to a second type of epistemic use which suggests that the
depletion of information knowledge can be relatively abrupt and come at
the end of a longer process of improvement and use. I argued earlier that
the production of knowledge in the form of financial indicators is
‘outsourced’ to statistical bureaus, university research centers, and other
agencies that deliver the several hundred measures now in use to the
markets. These indicators nearly always arrive in the markets qualified as
‘preliminary’; they are not final. As a consequence, they are then revised
several times over a period of a year and longer as ‘better’ data become available; for example, indicators may be revised every three months.This means
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that the knowledge claims associated with these indicators are improved
over time, and so far there is nothing in principle that distinguishes this
process from what we may find in a natural or social science. However, the
end of the revision process appears to be determined by declining market
interest – and not by any intrinsic improvement the process of revision has
achieved. When interest declines, the indicators remain in whatever state
they are in. In other words, the issue is not brought to the kind of closure
that we might find in science – a closure consisting, for example, in a
decision making process within the research group that determines the
publication of the indicators, and an external consensus formation process
that determines their validity and truth-likely status. Rather, the indicators
are abandoned to history, e.g. to becoming an ingredient in historical-trend
graphs and analyses working with long term data. Indicators also tend to
become discounted and absorbed into prices; thus the process of discounting also comes into play. In addition, there is the serial replacement of
previously issued data by updated data in analysts’ spreadsheets and the
absorption of this data into analysts’ assessments and recommendations.
Consumption here takes time, but the end result is that information is used
up: the knowledge claims involved never arrive at their ‘true’ value. They
end up being ‘final’ only by default, by a lack of interest in their further
elaboration and completion – once the information has been discussed,
narrated, and accounted for, it is then consummated by the market process
for which it was created.

Figure 4: Revision of indicators
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4.3 The process of knowledge distribution and rediscovery
There is a third process of knowledge consumption that I would like to
illustrate. This concerns financial knowledge in the form of models and
algorithms useful for the markets. Once again I would argue that we have
to think in terms of epistemic consumption, but the concrete form it takes
is that knowledge becomes depleted through widespread knowledge use.
Consider the new ‘Racer’ swimsuit with which Speedo equipped the
athletes it had under contract in February 2008. The suit spawned controversy on its first competitive use, since its seamless, tight-fitting, bodyhugging fabric appeared to give a measurable (record breaking) and unfair
advantage to those athletes who wore it (Thurow and Rhoads, 2008).
Clearly this advantage is temporary; it will disappear once all swimmers
wear the suit. This is the logic at work in the marketing of many new
products. They may benefit in the short run from the absence of competitive innovations, but may not retain the advantage once the competition
has caught up.
In financial markets, the relevant process is similar: the widespread
imitation and use of a trading strategy or algorithm successfully implemented by a particular market participant, leads to the model becoming
more and more irrelevant, and in fact counterproductive. MacKenzie’s
analysis of the near bankruptcy of the Long-Term Capital Management
Fund in the USA provides an example. The fund worked with sophisticated investment and hedging models that lost their value as others began
to understand and use them. As a consequence of widespread usage,
‘disastrous crowding’ (White, 2002: 139 ff.) or in MacKenzie’s terms
‘consensus trades’, emerged – the trading community began to hold similar
positions collectively (2005: 72). This made it more difficult to replace
profitably liquidated trades, since not enough traders held counterpositions. Finally, imitation became ‘disastrous’ when one big player was
taken over, the decision subsequently being taken to liquidate the relevant
portfolio. Another unforeseen event then occurred: Russia defaulted on its
ruble-denominated debt in 1998. As MacKenzie recounts it:
The default was combined with a devaluation of the ruble and a
month’s ban on Russian banks complying with forward
contracts in foreign exchange. Since Western investors used these
contracts to hedge against the declining value of the ruble,
widespread losses were incurred. (2005: 73 ff.)
Although Long Term Capital Management’s exposures were limited, other
companies had to liquidate positions and risk management tools told traders
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to close out; the general downturn of prices led to an illiquid market. As
the information about this spread, the fear of Long-Term Capital Management collapsing led other players to predicate market prices on its failure.
Long-Term Capital Management needed to be bailed out by the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York to prevent a more global ‘run on the bank’ that
might have ‘impaired the economies of many nations’ (Greenspan, 1998:
1046, cited in MacKenzie, 2005: 76).
Soros (1994) addresses a similar process under the more general heading
of the reflexivity of markets. From the viewpoint of the epistemics of
information, the process points to the depletion of advantageous information-content as a consequence of widespread information sharing. Only asyet unabsorbed, unshared information appears valuable. More importantly,
the possibility that a knowledge claim may be substantiated or even be
considered ‘true’ does not mitigate against this process of creative destruction. True knowledge becomes just as readily irrelevant in an information
environment as information whose truth content has not been assessed or
is in doubt.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The general argument of this article has been that the process I have called
epistemic consumption may be central to information knowledge fields. In
other words, consumption should not be considered as a component of
knowledge processes that kicks in only when knowledge production has
been completed. Epistemic consumption is not devoid of elements of
knowledge creation, and it does not preclude standards of inquiry, disciplined and skilful practices, or traditional knowledge goals. Yet given the
emptying out of measurement, and the replacement of representation by
apresentation and analysis, we should rather consider epistemic consumption as a process in its own right, one that defines information fields and
warrants its own concepts and analysis. It may also be a process that
combines traditional knowledge components in new ways that invite
further investigation.
Notes
1. One notable exception is the early work by Lyotard (1979/1984) which did
include epistemic aspects in its discussion of the decline of metanarratives and the
rise of information.
2. For the calculation of the Dow Jones Industrial Average, see for example
http://www.djaverages.com/?view=industrial&page=calculation (accessed 16
February, 2010) and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dow_Jones_Industrial_
Average (accessed 16 February, 2010).
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3. See Knorr Cetina and Bruegger (2002a) for the details of the empirical study of
the foreign exchange market on which my results are based. With an average daily
turnover in foreign exchange instruments of $3.2 trillion in April 2007, up from
$1.8 trillion in 2004 and $36.4 billion in 1974, it has proved the fastest growing
and most important element in the shaping of the global structure of financial
markets over the last decade (Bank of International Settlement, 2007; Ghosh and
Ortiz, 1997: 10–14). Unlike other financial markets, the foreign exchange market
is not organized mainly in centralized exchanges, but derives predominantly from
inter-dealer transactions in a global banking network of institutions. It is an
entirely electronic market connecting trading centers in the world’s financial
capitals – New York, London, Tokyo, and a few other cities. Professional analysts
are the main knowledge-workers in this and other financial markets. The widely
publicized purpose of the financial analyst’s profession is to turn investment into
more of a ‘scientific procedure’. Benjamin Graham, the acknowledged founder of
the discipline, saw his own work as exploring the ‘scientific possibilities’ of
financial analysis, entitling a famous review article he wrote in 1952 ‘Toward a
Science of Security Analysis’ (Graham 1952/1995: 25–26). Today’s analysts may
have private investments in markets, but their professional role is to be the
legitimated ‘Other’ providing objective analysis and advice. They guide investors
and asset managers in their investment choices and are central to investment
banking, providing expertise on initial public offerings, mergers, and acquisitions;
they assess and manage financial risks in a variety of settings, and they help create
new investment instruments. Analysts are on the trading floors of the large global
banks that engage in foreign exchange and other global trading, but they also
work in hedge funds, asset management units, rating agencies, information
provider firms, and commercial lending, as well as in the specialized press and
other media. They often aspire to, and become, asset and fund managers
themselves, and they move into CFO and expert accounting positions. According
to the Certified Financial Analysts’ Institute, there are today over 93,000
investment professionals of this sort working in 134 countries. This includes the
world’s 81,000 CFA charterholders, but not the many aspiring and practicing
analysts in developing countries that have no access to or simply do not posses
certification (CFA Institute, 2008).
4. Though some models of markets are concerned with financial markets (e.g.
Baker, 1984; Smith, 1981; Abolafia, 1996; Preda, 2009), advances in recent research
have not been in the area of market differentiation but have involved a shift in
focus from what goes on within firms to what goes on between them; the
dominant line of research specializes in the analysis of interorganizational ties, in
effect joining organizational analysis and market analysis through the use of
network approaches that look at the nature of relationships and their effects
(Granovetter, 1985; Baker, 1990; Baker et al., 1998; DiMaggio and Louch, 1998;
Bandelj and Purg, 2006; Uzzi, 1999).
5. My own first laboratory study was called, not by chance, ‘The Manufacture of
Knowledge’. See Knorr Cetina (1981).
6. As Collins has shown, replication itself is not a straightforward process and
remains problematic in contested research areas (1985).
7. See Clarke et al. (2003: 20).
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8. For a review of the literature on markets, see, for example, Slater and Tonkiss
(2001: Chapters 1 and 2).
9. This may be adequate for some producer-market transactions. However, as Sharon
Zukin’s analysis of purchasing a pair of leather pants (2004) demonstrates, even
such purchases may involve long search processes and an extended and potentially
frustrating shopping experience.
10. We need not distinguish here between investment and speculation. In a morally
neutral sense, speculation refers to the buying or selling of financial instruments in
the hope of future gains, as does investment; investment and speculation are both
based upon the promise of future earnings.
11. One interviewed trader put it as follows: ‘If I buy a call, and sell a put, and sell
another call, that’s a structure’ (calls and puts are option deals); and further: ‘an
exotic option is basically a bunch of vanilla [i.e. simple] options combined, so
that’s a structure’.
12. Interview with bond trader, New York, 6 June 2002.
13. The correspondence theory of truth is surely the most widespread theory of
truth. But there are others. I gloss over many subtleties here, which are not
relevant to the present argument – including the question of how representational
natural scientific inquiry really is, in light of the constructivist challenge that the
new sociology of science has brought forward.
14. If an economic indicator or an interest rate change by the Federal Reserve is
orally announced, without commentary, then there is more space for
representational encoding, though any change in the numbers themselves would
count as an ‘error’ that would quickly (within minutes) be ‘corrected’.
Interpretative flexibility exists in the area of commentary and analysis, but this
hardly qualifies as an issue of representation.
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